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Abstract

In this study, we present an automated system for feature recognition in digital images. Such a system
is very important for morphometric analysis as it will replace the time consuming and labour intensive
process of manual identification. The analysis system is constructed from four key stages: a feature
based detection of the fly wing structure, recording the compact invariant shape descriptors using the
pairwise geometric histogram (PGH) representation, global estimation of the pose using the probabilistic
Hough transform and finally a correlation based refinement of individual features. The performance of
the system, its reliability and robustness are evaluated in comparison to the expert manual performance.
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Introduction

The framework of shape analysis by landmarks is increasingly used in many biological and medical applications and
widely applied in many other fields. For instance, the configuration of landmarks have helped identify the possible
source of re-infesting specimens and encounter the epidemiologically challenging vectors of Chagas disease [7].
The potential of using geometrical morphometric techniques as an invaluable tool for recognising taxonomic data
is being explored [2]. Other scientific applications include investigating the study of size and shape to examine
the effects of experimental treatments, genotype or other factors directly in the anatomical aspect. The use of
landmarks has been adapted to specific biological contexts such as genetics [16, 12]; geographic differentiation [8],
and the study of morphological integration [11].
In this paper, we focus on the automatic extraction of morphometric landmarks (fig:1) in digital images of
Drosophila. Morphometric landmarks are points that can be defined in all specimens and located precisely. They
establish an unambiguous one-to-one correspondence among the specimens and are widely used in shape analysis
[3, 6]. A typical shape analysis study involves several hundred digital images and extracting landmarks manually
is time consuming. To address these problems, many researchers have focused on using specialised algorithms
and semi-automated methods to enhance the speed and reliability of the digitisation process [9]. Although these
methods increase the efficency of human effort, the need for the manual observer has not been eliminated as the
methods require the initial set of landmark co-ordinates. Also, the systematic variations between different individuals raises an issue relating to reliability and repeatability of this process of digitisation. Therefore, complete
automation of the process has been identified an important goal.

Figure 1: A set of 15 morphometric landmarks in Drosophila.
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Methods

The dataset consists of 856 gray scale images of the Drosophila wings. Two independent sets of reference (training)
images with 5 images in each set is used. The analysis system is constructed from four key stages: a feature based
detection of the fly wing structure, recording the compact invariant shape descriptors using the pairwise geometric
histogram (PGH) representation, global estimation of the pose using the probabilistic Hough transform and finally
a correlation based refinement of individual features.

2.1

Feature extraction

The feature extraction stage involves extracting essential information from the digital images and retaining only
those features that we are interested in. Before extracting features in the image it is important to preprocess the
image with an appropriate enhancement technique. In this study, a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter is employed
for a variety of reasons. It is important to choose a filter with a shape profile similar to the features that we are
looking for so that it can provide a maximal response when centred over the features. This is consistent with the
concept of a matched filter. In this case, shape of the DoG filter along with its radial weighting allows us to reduce
the significance of the image data away from the centre and define a zero response for uniform background regions.
Also, the width of the DoG filter can be optimised to detect features at a particular scale. It is essential for the
filter to accommodate changes in the scale of the features up to a certain factor and this can be achieved by taking
the difference of two Gaussian filters with convolution widths that differ by that factor. The radially symmetrical
shape of the DoG filter allows the enhancement of the features at all orientations equally. In addition, applying
a linear operator such as a DoG filter does not introduce any arbitrary spatial dependency on the noise process
in the output image. Moreover, the DoG filter applies noise filtering, eliminating unwanted high frequency image
structure, such as bristles.
The feature enhancement stage and the thresholding of a response from the features in the feature detection process
can be related to a conventional hypothesis test, as used for significance testing [14]. This framework potentially
allows the construction of a feature detector for any form of local image structure and therefore provides very
little constraint on the definition of what we would like to detect. Using the concept of error propagation, the
uniformity of the noise in the image and its effect in the output image can be estimated. It is shown in [14] that
any change in the output image is directly proportional to the noise in the input image and spatially consistent.
Such behaviour will result in a ’robust’ response to image data, in that responses detected above fixed thresholds
will behave equivalently everywhere in the image. The original Canny algorithm is ideal for detection of step edges
[4], but has to be modified to meet the needs of detecting ridge features in this study. The enhanced features and
a corresponding orientation estimates are provided to a similar framework which extracts extended structures of
linked features using hysteresis thresholding and non-maximal suppression.

2.2

Pairwise geometric histograms (PGH)

In order to support efficient shape matching, it is important that the edge features are represented in a compact and
invariant manner. Geometric relationships between the underlying edge features, such as angle and perpendicular
distance, provide an efficient and robust shape description. These geometric properties have the characteristics that
are invariant to in-plane rotation, translation and line extension. Encoding the set of geometric features by means
of a histogram can be understood as recording the statistical variability in the shape in the form of probability
density distributions. By comparing such distributions (PGH) for the model and the scene data it is possible to
establish the shape correspondence between them in a way which directly identifies binary relationships, thereby
avoiding the combinatorial problems generally encountered with interpretation trees. This can be achieved by using
the Bhattacharya similarity metric [13]. In addition, when compared in this way, the PGH shape matching scheme
is robust to the loss of data due to fragmentation noise and occlusion. It is also characterised by its invariance
to parts of the same linear feature, thereby making the method suitable for the detection of extended lines via
clustering. Appropriate weighting of the entries in the PGH ensures sudden changes are not introduced in the
representation by gradual changes in input data and therefore matching performance degrades smoothly. Blurring
the entries in the histograms is used as a way of encoding measurement uncertainty regarding the true position
and orientation of the line segments. This assists in robustness of the algorithm by accommodating the subtle
differences in location of the features due to the variability in the line segmentation process. The scale of binning
and blurring specifies the allowable extent of differences when comparing similar shapes [15].
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2.3

Hough Transform

The Hough transform finds spatially consistent groups of features within a scene, identifying the presence of a shape
at some position and orientation. The hypothesised location of the model is established based on the conditional
probability that any pair of scene lines will be measured at a given position. The hypothesised pose estimation
is modelled by a standard error propagation model to account for the variability of the line segmentation process
and the likely occurrences of measurement errors. Furthermore, the constraints imposed by pairs of scene lines
and the associated Gaussian error model, results in the a pose estimation that is equivalent to computing a robust
least-squares fit between the model and the scene data. Although, the probabilistic Hough transform is used to
locate models using the positions, orientations and scales hypothesised by the scene line labels, the orientation
and the scale of the model are determined using separate one parameter Hough transforms using data consistent
with hypothesised locations. The orientation is determined by taking into account of the difference in orientation
between the matching model and scene line [1].

2.4

Template Matching

The Hough prediction of the location of the landmark co-ordinates is based on the global shape of the features.
To obtain sub-pixel accurate landmark location demanded by the Morphometric studies, the estimated landmark
position has to be refined. A template based correlation matching is applied to achieve this. Local regions
surrounding the landmark position of the template image and the Hough predicted landmark location on the scene
image (rotated to same orientation as the template image) are correlated across a grid of spatial locations to
obtain the landmark position based on the local image evidence. The parameter for the correlation window size is
represented as δ. The regions are preprocessed with a DoG filter before the correlation matching is performed to
ensure that high frequency signals that are not part of the image structures, are removed. The template matching
stage is equivalent to performing a least squares comparison of the image regions with one free grey level parameter.
In addition the least squares values that provide the best matching score for the given template and scene region
are output. These values not only support quality control during the data analysis, to check the best matching
templates, but also enables combination of landmark positions for improved localisation.
To sensibly combine the multiple estimated locations into a unique hypothesised landmark location, we use the
least square matching scores generate a ranking. The landmark values obtained by the best three ranking reference
images are compared to ensure that the values are consistent. If the separation between them is below certain
distance threshold (determined from histograms of repeated localisation) , the mean of these will provide the final
estimated landmark value of the automated system. Alternatively, the mean of the landmark values are obtained
from the best two ranking reference images. By checking for the consistency of the results obtained by the best
three scoring reference images in this way, we can reduce the possibilities of getting outliers. It improves the
reliability of the results obtained and ensures an improvement in the accuracy of the final landmark estimation.
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Evaluation

To test the repeatability and robustness of the automated system, the automated method is used to extract the
landmarks on the above dataset but with two sets of 5 reference images. Furthermore, the landmarks obtained
from both sets are combined to check the hypothesis that increasing the number of reference images would improve
the performance of the automated system. This is expected to provide us with highly accurate estimates of the
landmark position, due to the fact that in this scenario the best three reference images are obtained from both sets
of reference images. Finally, an overall comparison is performed between manual and automatic mark-up locations
in the context of a morphometric analysis using procrustes alignment.
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Results

The coherent statistical accuracy in the estimation of the landmarks by two independent sets of reference images
and an improved performance in their combination confirms the robustness of the algorithm. The accuracy of the
results obtained by the automated system is evaluated by comparing the results to the manual results obtained by
an expert. The analysis is carried out independently for each of the landmark co-ordinates as the feature extraction
process on each of the landmark is independent of one another. The standard deviation for each of the landmark
co-ordinates have been estimated and the results indicate that the landmarks can be located with high reliability.
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The plots (fig:3(a)-4(c)) shows the results of the automated performance for the X and Y as a function of outlier
removal. It is clear that about 1% outliers need to be removed to make the results consistent.
The effect of having a larger window size (δ) during the correlation matching has been examined by comparing
the results obtained using the window size of δ = 15 pixels and δ = 30 pixels. The plots (fig:5-6) indicate that
there has not been significant variation in their results. However, having a larger correlation window significantly
impacts the speed of the algorithm, which is important when processing large numbers of images.
The plots (fig:7-8) show the comparison in performance obtained by increasing the number of reference images.
This improves the accuracy of certain features (landmarks 6 & 12). However there is no evidence of significant
improvement on most other landmarks. This could be due to the fact that some of the features for instance
landmark 12 (see fig:1) can be highly variable. By increasing the number of reference images the chance for a
suitable matching reference image increases, thereby improving its accuracy. It was noted that the presence of
thick bristles in the surrounding region affects the accuracy of the landmark location. On the other hand, most of
the landmarks are simplistic features and an increase in the number of reference images does not provide additional
information which contributes to a substantial improvement in its accuracy.
The plots (fig:6-10) show the comparison of the width of the distribution of the Procrustes co-ordinates for the
manual and the automated results. The figure (2) shows the Procrustes fit for the manual and automated results
(offset slightly for easy comparison). It is clear that after 2% outlier removal, i.e., about 17 images, the width of
the distribution is comparable to an expert manual performance. While manual mark-up does not produce these
outliers, we consider such losses to be negligible in the context of such experiments.
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Discussion

The automated method presented in this study is based on a stable feature extraction process, which is inherently
robust and has a high degree of noise stability. The work provide confirmation that the PGH representation is a
reliable shape descriptor. Such behaviour is a fundamental requirement for any object recognition algorithm. In
combination with the Hough transform, the combined system has the ability to capture pose variation and offers
reliability even in cases of line fragmentation and occlusion. These properties are present in this approach by design.
Specifically, attention to the treatment of shape data as measurement, combined with the requirements for image
invariants and the use of appropriate statistical matching processes. In particular, the desired invariance to in-plane
rotation, translation, illumination and aperture selection, are intended to provide a compact representation which
generalises well to unseen data. The ability to deal with scale change has also been identified [1], in a manner
consistent with the SIFT approach [5]. Though the PGH representation, the arguments regarding its completeness
[15] and techniques for statistical matching [13], predate this more popular work by half a decade. The simple
procedure of regional template matching is shown to be extremely robust in sub-pixel localisation of the features.
In this paper, we have focused mainly on the evaluation of the performance of the automated system. The results
from the automated system are compared to the human performance. The method is tested for its repeatability
and robustness. The results are further analysed for an improvement in performance by providing more reference
images. We can see that the combination of the landmarks obtained by 10 reference images performs better than
the individual sets of 5 reference images, especially on complicated features (fig:7-8). Significant improvement on
the accuracy of the most challenging landmarks such as landmark 12, is attributed to the high biological variability,
with additional training images providing more appropriate data with which to compute a precise location.
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Conclusion

In this study, we present an automated system for feature recognition in digital images. The performance of the
system and its robustness is evaluated by comparing it to the manual results obtained by an expert. The results
achieved allows us to draw the conclusion that the automated method presented in this paper is a reliable system for
extracting features such as morphometric landmarks on digital images. The landmarks obtained by the automated
system are input into a Morphometric software package using Procrustes co-ordinates for further scientific analysis.
It is shown in this study that the method is sufficiently accurate to replace the manual digitisation process (2).
A fully automated system to extract morphometric landmarks is useful for the analysis of biological variability [8]
and several other contexts [2]. The automated method has potential advantages and makes large scale studies in
the field of genetics and evolutionary morphometrics feasible [10, 16, 8]. The intrinsic capability of the feature
recognition process enables this method to be easily incorporated into other recognition tasks. The need for only
a few reference images makes the system even more appealing. The algorithm will be made available as an open
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source package from www.tina-vision.net.
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Figure 2: Procrustes Fit - Comparison of the width of distribution between manual (red) and automated (green)
results.
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(a) Results obtained using best 3 of 5 from Refset 1.
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(b) Results obtained using best 3 of 5 from Refset 2.
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(c) Results obtained using best 3 of 10 from Refset 1&2.

Figure 3: Standard deviation of the automated results from the manual results. The X co-ordinates for the 15
landmarks are plotted as a function of outlier removal to show the stability of the results.
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(a) Results obtained using best 3 of 5 from Refset 1.
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(b) Results obtained using best 3 of 5 from Refset 2.
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(c) Results obtained using best 3 of 10 from Refset 1&2.

Figure 4: Standard deviation of the automated results from the manual results. The Y co-ordinates for the 15
landmarks are plotted as a function of outlier removal to show the stability of the results.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the effect of template matching window size parameters (δ=15 & 30 pixels) on X co-ord
standard deviation.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the effect of template matching window size parameters (δ=15 & 30 pixels) on Y co-ord
standard deviation.
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Figure 7: Results obtained by the best 3 matching templates from a set of 5 and 10 reference images are compared
(X co-ord).
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Figure 8: Results obtained by the best 3 matching templates from a set of 5 and 10 reference images are compared
(Y co-ord).
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Figure 9: Comparison of the standard deviation of the Procrustes (X) co-ordinates obtained from manual and
automated results.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the standard deviation of the Procrustes (Y) co-ordinates obtained from manual and
automated results.
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